Your complete supplier of
machinery and equipment
for the tree care industry

Chainsaw Accessories

CHAINSAW BARS
CHAINSAW CHAIN
We stock the most popular styles of
Oregon / Husqvarna chain in 25’ and
100’ reels as well as pre made chain for
all makes and models of chainsaws.

HUSQVARNA FILING KIT
Complete filing kit to simplify the
work of keeping your chain in trim.
The file kits contains a file handle,
combination gauge or a file gauge
and depth gauge, two round files
and one flat file.

Laminated bars with nose wheel: The gentle curve and small nose radius
reduce the risk of kickback and facilitate good cutting control. Bars are epoxy
coated to protect against scratches and corrosion.
Solid bars with replaceable tip: Recommended for use with long bars to reduce
load on bar tip. Load is transferred to the high quality roller bearing. Frictional
loss is reduced by 8-10% depending on bar length.
Solid bars: Solid bars are used for hard species of timber, thick bark and in
very sandy, dusty or sooty conditions. Bars are epoxy coated to protect against
scratches and corrosion.

OREGON 6” FLAT
DEPTH-GAUGE FILE
Aggressive cutting design. Made from
the finest steel. Specially heat-treated
for maximum stay-sharp.
Resists clogging.

OREGON 8”
LONG ROUND FILE
This superior file for sharpening saw
chain is a Swiss-made double-cut file
from Vallorbe.
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OREGON BAR RAIL DRESSER
This compact tool goes anywhere and makes
it easy to remove the effects of normal wear
or remove minor damage as it dresses your
bar’s rails back to square. The tool can be used
in varied positions with the file dressing the
outer edges of the rails, or dressing the tops of
the rails.

HUSQVARNA CHAINSAW CARRY CASE

OREGON LOGGER’S
FILING VISE
Excellent tool for professional
and novice users to hold their
chainsaw firmly when filing.

Holds 40cc up to 72cc chainsaws. Stackable carrying
case designed to hold Husqvarna’s exclusive Filing
Equipment, Stump Vise, Combi Spanner, Spark Plug,
2 Stroke Oil, Bar & Chain Oil and Operators Manual.
Comes standard with 18”-20” Guide Bar Cover.

HUSQVARNA FILE GAUGE
Specially designed file gauge that gives the correct
filing angle. Make sure that you know what size chain
you have before ordering this item.

COMBINATION CHAIN
BREAKER & RIVET SPINNER
Breaks all saw chains (up to 1/2” pitch). Rivet
spinner mends new or old chains – on or off
the bar!

HUSVARNA FILE HANDLE

HUSQVARNA COMBI
FILE / RAKER GAUGE
Combination File Gauge and
Raker Gauge that gives you the
correct filing angle. Make sure
that you know what size chain
you have before ordering
this item.

Patented file locking system that
can hold round or flat files. Shows 25 and 30
degree angles to ensure correct filing.

COMBI SPANNER
For the removal of bar and chain tensioning.
Two sizes of sockets on each tool. Fits most
popular chainsaws. Flat screwdriver blade.
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FUCHS UNILUBE BAR & CHAIN OIL
Fuchs Unilube Bar & Chain Oil. Optimizes your saw’s cutting performance by
reducing heat and friction. Fuchs Unilube is a premium blend of base stocks and
tackifier additives which reduces high speed throw-off. Extends bar, chain and
sprocket life by protecting against wear. 20 litres.

HUSQVARNA HP TWO STROKE OIL
Designed to meet all the tough challenges a two-stroke engine oil can
encounter. Husqvarna’s two stroke oil is also formulated to work well with
low-quality fuels. Carefully selected components in this part synthetic oil
gives a cleaner engine and less coating on the piston/cylinder walls, exhaust
port and crankcase.

HUSQVARNA HP
TWO STROKE OIL
Designed to meet all
the tough challenges a
two-stroke engine oil can
encounter. Husqvarna’s two
stroke oil is also formulated
to work well with low-quality
fuels. Carefully selected
components in this part
synthetic oil gives a cleaner
engine and less coating on
the piston/cylinder walls,
exhaust port and crankcase.

HUSQVARNA HP TWO STROKE OIL
Designed to meet all the tough challenges a two-stroke engine oil
can encounter. Husqvarna’s two stroke oil is also formulated to work
well with low-quality fuels. Carefully selected components in this part
synthetic oil gives a cleaner engine and less coating on the piston/
cylinder walls, exhaust port and crankcase.
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